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CHANGE SEARCH
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THE ULTIMATE STRATEGIES FOR

If you’re the type of person who can’t function with an inbox greater than
zero, find a friend whose inbox hovers around 20,000 (I promise they
exist). Go through your LinkedIn professional network and Facebook
profiles. Identify the folks you know who are least like you and take them
out for a drink. You want to understand how someone with a like heart—
but a very different mind—thinks about your challenge.

COFFEE WITH BIZARRO1

When you’re on the hunt for meaningful work, it’s not about the job. It’s
about the people. And you need to connect with lots of them. Make
yourself vulnerable with a mass email to 100+ people in your network.
Bonus points if you haven’t spoken to them in ages. Title the email “I
need your help.” and briefly describe what you’re seeking to do and the
three ways people can be helpful to you.

THE VULNERABLE MASS EMAIL

Grab several friends and spend five minutes brainstorming the absolute
worst ideas to change your career situation. For example, imagine your
challenge is: “I want to work in fashion but have no experience.” Together
you should shout out ideas that are horrible, such as “Wear a purple
velvet suit and walk back and forth outside the offices of a clothing
company carrying a sign that says 'Hire Me'.” This exercise actively blocks
the barriers you have to new possibilities because we’re already framing
them as crazy! After enough of them, you’ll see some nuggets of great
possibilities hidden amongst the craziness.

WORST IDEA POSSIBLE

We all know someone that hates their job. Reach out to them and offer
to be accountability partners. Set up a schedule where you check in by
text or email several times a week on several goals you set for yourself
and share with them. Be sure to meet up at least one time per week—
virtually or in-person—and actively work on your career change steps
together.

ACCOUNTABILA-BUDDIES

Connect with me—Jeff Hittner—on LinkedIn. I’ve got a diverse network
and love to share it with people actively trying to build more purposeful
careers. Let me know a few details about you and where you’re stuck.

JOIN MY LINKEDIN NETWORK

Connect with me

Get the most up-to-date career change advice here: yourprojectx.com__________________
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeffhittner/
http://www.yourprojectx.com/career-change
http://www.yourprojectx.com/


WHY EMBARK ON
YOUR CAREER CHANGE

JOURNEY ALONE?
Changing careers is stressful enough.

Join our community and get the
support, accountability and

inspiration you need to find the
career you’ll love.

SIGN UP

http://www.yourprojectx.com/sign-up

